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This paper proposes a new QoS-aware medium access control (MAC) protocol in mobile
ad hoc networks (MANETs). This takes the unique challenges of MANETs into consider-
ation, and works in conjunction with the location-based forwarding strategy. This novel
protocol is based on the legacy IEEE 802.11, and thus can be relatively easily integrated
into existing systems. It is adaptive and network-aware depending on the type and intensity
of traffic, and relative mobility patterns of nodes. In addition, it makes use of the point-
coordination-function (PCF) of IEEE 802.11 in a distributed fashion for the first time in
multihop MANETs. Our strategy enables two-way admission control for improved per-
formance, whereby the forwarder-node selection algorithm allows previous hop nodes to
perform implicit admission control using locally available information, while a selected
forwarder-node performs explicit admission control depending on its current load. Analyt-
ical results confirm the performance improvement of our strategy.

I. Introduction

There is a growing need to support Quality of Service
(QoS) in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), how-
ever, this is challenging. This task often requires ac-
ceptable channel conditions, QoS-aware mechanisms
for channel access, identification of proper forward-
ing (transit) nodes, as well as measures for congestion
prevention and management in those nodes. The ab-
sence of fixed infrastructure in MANETs means that
there is no dedicated agency to manage and regulate
the scarce channel resources. This problem gets ex-
acerbated when the network grows in size, and addi-
tional problems such as increasing node-density and
large number of nodes have to be faced and tackled
[3].

A MAC based on the distributed coordination func-
tion (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 a/b is mostly prevalent in
MANETs Although multiple non-overlapping chan-
nels exist in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz spectrum, most
IEEE 802.11 based MANETs today use only a sin-
gle channel [7]. In addition, despite significant ad-
vances in physical layer technologies, today’s IEEE
802.11 still cannot offer the same level of sustained
bandwidth as their wired brethren. More over, the ad-
vertised 54 Mbps bandwidth for IEEE 802.11 a/g is
the peak link-layer data rate. When all the overheads –
MAC contention, handshake packets such as request-
to-send (RTS), clear-to-send (CTS) and ACK, and

packet errors – are considered, the actual net band-
width available to applications is almost halved. In
addition, the DCF of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g has been pri-
marily designed to support asynchronous best-effort
traffic [7]. Since this MAC is based on random access
method of carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA-CA), its ability to support QoS es-
pecially when the contention is high is very small.
The contention from multiple users to access the com-
mon medium using a random access technique often
results in unavoidable packet collisions, unbounded
delay, and increased jitter. The time required to re-
solve collisions is a function of the network load. In
addition, the DCF’s “capture-effect”, extensive use of
control frames, the use of a binary exponential backoff
scheme, and the time-varying nature of the bandwidth
often results in the provision of insufficient bandwidth
for time-sensitive applications [1][2]. In other words,
due to interference from adjacent hops and problems
due to hidden- and exposed-nodes, a bandwidth loss
of up to 50% per hop is possible depending on the net-
work topology [2]. Because of these reasons, a num-
ber of research works have questioned the suitability
of DCF-based MAC for QoS support [4][5][8][9][10]
in single radio multihop ad hoc networks. Fortunately,
the IEEE 802.11 b/g standards and IEEE 802.11a
standard provide 3 and 12 non-overlapped frequency
channels respectively, which could be used simultane-
ously within a neighborhood [7].
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In addition, in order to support the transmission of
real-time traffic, a polling-based scheme called the
point coordination function (PCF) was introduced in
IEEE 802.11 [6][7]. In order to support both asyn-
chronous and time-sensitive multimedia traffic, our
MAC approach is based on a hierarchical strategy that
utilizes the DCF- and PCF-based operations of the
IEEE 802.11 for the first time in multihop MANETs
after being modified to accommodate MAC-level ser-
vice differentiation. Due to the fact that both the
proposed MAC and location-based forwarding strat-
egy work on the same principles – both use the lo-
cal behavior to achieve a global objective – in this
paper we combine our MAC scheme with a location-
based forwarding strategy [3]. We then show how our
MAC protocol enables two-way admission control fa-
cilitated through localized promiscuous listening, and
localized mobility and load predictions.

II. Related Work and Our Motivation

It is difficult to compare different MAC protocols, as
each has been developed with a different architec-
ture and application in mind. A scheme termed soft
reservation multiple access with priority assignment
(SRMA-PA), is presented in [8]. It is a time division
multiple access (TDMA) based MAC protocol that al-
locates stations to different time-slots. This scheme
does not take asynchronous data traffic into consider-
ation, as all data transmissions are required to reserve
slots irrespective of whether they are real-time or best-
effort traffic. Also there is a possibility for higher pri-
ority traffic to starve lower priority traffic by “confis-
cating” the slots already reserved by it. Since in this
approach, the channel is time-slotted, and a slotted
system requires network-wide time synchronization,
which is relatively easy to achieve in infrastructure-
based networks by using the base station as a time
reference. This task becomes extremely difficult in
distributed networks such as multihop MANETs [14].
A MAC approach that combines an allocation-based
(TDMA) protocol and a contention-based (CSMA-
CA) protocol is proposed in [9]. In this scheme, the
number of slots in each frame is dependent on the
number of nodes in the network, and hence each slot
belongs to a single node only. The higher the num-
ber of nodes in the network, the larger the frame size.
This leads to unbounded delay for time-sensitive ap-
plications. Similar approach is followed in reservation
CSMA-CA [5]. In this scheme, CP and CFP alter-
nate, and the CFP is based on TDMA. Since there is
no node to regulate the common medium, this scheme

may lead to a “stretching” problem [6]. It also re-
quires proper time-synchronization, and each node
is supposed to maintain a ”slot-table” that indicates
whether each slot is “reserved” or “available”. An-
other MAC protocol that considers multiple channels
is proposed in [10]. It combines code division multi-
ple access (CDMA) or frequency division multiple ac-
cess (FDMA), and TDMA to create a contention-free
MAC, termed the sequenced neighbor double reserva-
tion (SNDR). Since it mainly considers time-slot al-
location to make it contention-free, it fails to support
asynchronous data traffic and requires complex slot-
synchronization.

Although the DCF-based operation of the IEEE
802.11 is meant for best-effort traffic, there have
been efforts that investigated differentiated services at
MAC-level [11]. Service-differentiation is achieved
by setting different values for contention-window
(CW) - values of minimum (CWmin) and maximum
(CWmax) - for different traffic classes. There is,
however, no explicit guarantee of the level of ser-
vice differentiation. There have also been some pro-
posals to make DCF to be “per-stream-fair”, as the
DCF of legacy IEEE 802.11 tends to be unfair due
to the “capture-effect” [12]. Fairness is achieved by
dynamically modifying the CW of each traffic type
by the source. The fairness approach does not, how-
ever, guarantee QoS support. In summary, each work
presented above has its own drawback(s), and does
not have the capability to provide MAC-level QoS for
multimedia traffic in multihop MANETs.

III. Proposed MAC Mechanism

The proposed protocols are targeted for an unslotted
multihop system, which is typical for mobile ad hoc
wireless networks. In our scheme, both the DCF and
PCF of IEEE 802.11 are used for the first time in mul-
tihop MANETs after being modified to accommodate
MAC-level service differentiation. Although the PCF
does require a centralized node, we describe next how
this can be achieved in multihop MANETs using a
novel strategy. The motivation for this work comes
from the observation that the PCF-based operation of-
fers a “packet-switched connection-oriented” service
which is well suited for voice as well as multimedia
traffic. The “connection-oriented” aspect of the PCF
would allow the network to provide throughput, delay,
and possibly jitter guarantees [6]. These guarantees,
however, are soft as opposed to hard due to the unique
nature of MANETs. The soft QoS means that there
may exist transient time periods when the required
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absolute QoS guarantee is not possible due to non-
availability of suitable forwarding nodes or network
partition. However, this is minimized to a greater ex-
tend with our more distributed forwarder-node selec-
tion algorithm in moderately-densed MANETs as will
be discussed in section III.D.

III.A. Need for the Creation of Multiple
Parallel Channels

Although relatively simple, as explained in sections
I and II, the use of single radio based on 802.11
DCF is not suitable for multimedia traffic in multi-
hop MANETs [1][2]. On the other hand, support-
ing real-time applications in any network necessitates
the availability of predictable resources. This is sim-
ply possible – especially in wireless networks where
bandwidth is not abundant – with a central agency,
which can have a control over the scarce channel re-
sources for efficient and fair sharing. On the other
hand, the very basic requirement of an ad hoc network
is that it should not rely on any central node. How-
ever, some form of an agency to manage the channel
resources is still required for QoS support. In order to
accommodate the above mentioned mutually conflict-
ing requirements, multiple parallel channels (multiple
radios) are used in our scheme in order to improve ca-
pacity and scalability. Accordingly, each node is as-
signed a unique receiver-based channel [4], and each
node behaves as a central node (AP) with respect to
its own unique channel (medium).

In this receiver-based channel-assignment scheme,
any sender has to transmit data using the receiver’s
unique channel, and hence, under normal circum-
stances each node uses its own channel to receive data
from other nodes [4]. In addition, there is a com-
mon channel, which all nodes can use to disseminate
and acquire mostly neighbor and routing related con-
trol messages. Accordingly, under normal circum-
stances each node in our scheme has to monitor its
own unique channel and common channel for the re-
ception of data and control frames respectively. How-
ever, there may be an exceptional case, where any
node may be required to transmit data on the com-
mon channel as will be explained later. These chan-
nels are assigned to nodes dynamically in a conflict-
free manner using the common channel. Since the
unlicensed spectrum using IEEE 802.11 is extremely
limited, an intelligent channel assignment scheme can
lead to a proper coordination of the spectrum utiliza-
tion which in turn mitigates coexistence/interference
problem and increases the spectral efficiency [2]. In
order to accommodate the situation in which any node

can receive multiple transmissions initiated by differ-
ent sources, IEEE 802.11 (both DCF and PCF) is used
on top of each unique channel as depicted in Fig. 1 of
[1]. Although the use of multiple receiver-based chan-
nels in MANETs has already been proposed in [2][4]
and references therein (some of them use circuit-
switching concept), the way the DCF and PCF co-
exist on each unique channel (packet-switching con-
cept) makes our strategy unique and different from
previous approaches. Due to statistical multiplexing,
our strategy improves the utilization of wireless band-
width without compromising QoS support. The com-
mon channel, however, can support only the DCF of
IEEE 802.11. Each node is expected to regulate and
schedule its own unique channel. As will be explained
below, the duration of CP and CFP on each unique
channel is variable and adaptive depending on the traf-
fic type and intensity of traffic within each type. This
technique is to conserve the bandwidth available on
each unique channel. Hence, with the use of multi-
ple parallel channels, the PCF-based operation of the
legacy IEEE 802.11 is adopted on each channel in or-
der to support QoS in multihop mobile ad hoc net-
works. In our strategy, transmission by any node A
to another node B has to be on the receiver’s (B’s)
unique channel (see Fig. 1). This requires that each
node maintain a channel-assignment table mainly for
its one-hop neighbors, so that it can find out the chan-
nel associated with its intended next-hop node (re-
ceiver) at the time of transmission.

III.B. Protocol Description

Our QoS-aware MAC protocol is based on a hierar-
chical approach consisting of two sub-layers on each
unique channel (i.e., this is not the case for the com-
mon channel) [1]. Like in the IEEE 802.11 standard,
the lower sub-layer of the MAC protocol is called
the DCF. This is to provide the fundamental access
method in order to support asynchronous data traf-
fic. The upper sub-layer (called PCF) is implemented
on top of DCF to support real-time traffic through the
“association process” [6][7]. Once a node A becomes
“associated” with its forwarding-node B, the node A
would not need to contend the unique medium (chan-
nel) of B any more during the whole session as long
as B is within the transmission range of A. Our MAC
protocol has the following three components on each
unique channel in order to support QoS for real-time
traffic as depicted in Fig. 1 of [1]: i) Admission
control, ii) QoS-mapping, and iii) Resource reserva-
tion. In this work, two different service classes - high-
priority (HP) (e.g. voice) and best-effort (BE)- are
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Figure 1: Working Mechanism of Our MAC

considered. The mode of operation of the proposed
MAC on any unique channel switches between pure
DCF-mode and combined (DCF+PCF)-mode depend-
ing on the traffic types the channel handles. On the
other hand, the common channel always supports only
the pure DCF-mode irrespective of the traffic types it
handles. At bootstrap, our MAC on any unique chan-
nel sticks to pure DCF-mode by default as long as the
traffic types the channel supports are all best-effort.

On the other hand, whenever a node A that is to
initiate or relay high-priority (HP) data traffic has be-
come associated with another node B, then the unique
channel associated with B has to switch to the com-
bined (DCF+PCF)-mode. We try to demonstrate the
working mechanism of our MAC-protocol using a
simple example. In Fig. 1, suppose that node A
initiates a high-priority data transmission to destina-
tion C via an intermediate node B. Since source node
A needs to transmit data of HP-type, it has to send
an ”Association Request” (AReq) frame to the for-
warder (transit or next-hop) node B selected by our
forwarder-node selection algorithm that will be de-
scribed in section III.D [3]. This AReq frame is nor-
mally sent during the CP of a transit node’s (B’s) own
unique channel, and hence uses the DCF-based access
technique (see Fig. 1). As soon as node B receives the
AReq frame, it has to send an “Association Response”
(ARes) frame to the requesting node A during the CP
of the latter’s (A’s) own channel. However, the AReq
or the ARes frames can be transmitted as a piggyback
to a DATA-frame during the CFP of a unique channel,
if the sending node has already been associated with

the other node. The transmission of ARes is, however,
subject to our MAC-level admission control and QoS-
mapping process as explained later in section III.C.
At the same time, node B has to create a polling-list
and include node A in it. At the start of CFP on B’s
channel, node B has to begin polling node A. In this
way, any node (B) should be able to emulate the func-
tionality of PC, and in our approach such a node is
referred to as a virtual point coordinator (VPC). Since
node B is an intermediate node, it has to forward the
packet to its destination or the next forwarding node.
Accordingly, it would soon send the AReq frame to
node C, which is here assumed to be the destination,
on C’s own channel. After sending the ARes frame
on node B’s channel, node C will act as a VPC for
node B, and has to be ready to poll node B at the
start of CFP on C’s unique channel. If node C were
to send packets back to node A, then it would follow
the same process as node A, but in the opposite di-
rection. In this way, nodes along a particular path (or
route) become polling-list members and VPCs of each
other. This demonstrates as to how PCF-based opera-
tion is supported in a distributed manner in a multihop
MANET. It is thus important that whenever a node
(A) initiates or relays data traffic to another node (B),
it has to be on the latter’s (B’s) unique channel. If the
traffic type is of high priority, the source (A) can trans-
mit when the node (B) polls, provided A is associated
with the unique channel of B. This is the case even
when a node transmits an ACK for the high-priority
packets it receives correctly on its own channel. The
forwarder-node selection and hence the channel selec-
tion is determined by the forwarder-node (next-hop)
selection algorithm that will be described in section
III.D. In case the algorithm of node A is unable to
find a forwarder-node, then node A has to rely on the
common channel for data transmission irrespective of
its type.

In this way, only the high-priority traffic is allowed
to use the CFP for data and ACK transmissions, and
CP for the “associatione” process (i.e., AReq and
ARes transmissions). On the other hand, best-effort
traffic can only use the CP for data transmissions.
Hence, provisioning network resources in our scheme
uses two techniques, i) resource reservation during
CFP (using PCF-functionality), and ii) prioritization
during the CP. Since AReq, ARes and best-effort data
traffic share the contention-period (CP) of any unique
channel in most cases, the objective of the priority-
based technique is to provide service-differentiation
by allowing faster access to the medium to high-
priority traffic classes [11]. As in the IEEE 802.11
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DCF, priority access to the wireless medium is con-
trolled through the use of an IFS. A new IFS termed
Reservation IFS (RIFS) is defined, and its value is se-
lected such that SIFS < PIFS < RIFS < DIFS [7]. To
initiate new data transmission, RIFS or DIFS is used
to contend for access to the medium during CP, de-
pending on the traffic type. High-priority traffic uses
RIFS before sending the AReq, while DIFS is used to
gain access right for best-effort asynchronous traffic
as in the IEEE 802.11 DCF. Since the RIFS is smaller
than the DIFS, the high-priority traffic class has prior-
ity over the best-effort traffic that uses DIFS. An ARes
frame is sent by any VPC node B (refer to Fig. 1), af-
ter SIFS during the CP of the unique channel of the
requesting node A. When a collision happens or the
unique medium associated to any node is sensed busy
in the ”association” process, the back-off time is cal-
culated using the following modified equation [11].

Back off time =
[
2c+i ∗ rand()

]
∗slot time (1)

The constant c takes two different values depend-
ing on the traffic class, the parameter i is the trans-
mission attempt number, and rand() is a random
function with a uniform distribution in [0,1]. For
the high-priority class, constant c takes the value
3, and the parameter i will be in the range of (1,
MAX ASSO REQ RETRY LIMIT). For best-effort,
the constant c takes the value 6 and the parameter i
ranges from 1 to 4. This ensures that the high-priority
class still enjoys priority over best-effort traffic even
during the collision-resolution period [7][11]. The
system constant MAX ASSO REQ RETRY LIMIT
depends strongly on the characteristics of the real-
time applications the ad hoc network supports and the
extent of node mobility.

Whenever a node B becomes a VPC, the duration
of CP and CFP on its unique channel is variable and
adaptive depending on the intensity of traffic in each
class. This is to conserve bandwidth available on the
unique channel of any VPC. The presence of variable
length CP and CFP should not, however, adversely af-
fect jitter experienced especially by real-time applica-
tions. For this purpose, each node maintains a real-
time active counter (RAC), which is associated with
its own unique channel and each of the unique chan-
nels of its one-hop neighbors. This RAC is used to
record the total number of active real-time sessions
that are associated to a unique channel of a particular
node at a point in time. When a node becomes a VPC
for the first time, its channel switches from pure DCF-
mode to the combined (DCF+PCF)-mode as soon as
possible, i.e., such a new VPC initiates the CFP in its

own unique channel by broadcasting a beacon-frame.
On the other hand, if a node has been a VPC for more
than a superframe period, then it should initiate the
CFP every CFP Repetition interval (CFPRate) in or-
der to minimize delay jitter [6]. In this process, a VPC
uses RAC associated with its own channel in order to
calculate the time required to support real-time traffic,
and to allow sufficient time for the complete polling
operation. Suppose each polling operation by a VPC
takes Tpoll seconds for a complete data transfer and
a VPC supports n number of voice-sessions, then the
total time required to support n number of sessions is
given by equation (2):

TRT = n∗Tpoll+PIFS+TBeacon+SIFS+TCF End

(2)
In equation (2), TBeacon and TCF End are the
time needed for beacon-frame transmission and time
needed for CF End frame transmission respectively
[7]. Hence, exactly TRT seconds before the end of
the current superframe, a VPC that requires support-
ing n real-time sessions will initiate a beacon-frame in
its own medium. The RAC associated with a unique
channel of a specific VPC is broadcast as part of its
beacon-frame, so that its one-hop neighbors that are
interested in that particular node’s unique medium
can become aware of the RAC, and hence CFP and
CP. Also, with RAC any node becomes aware of the
current load of a unique channel associated with a
given one-hop neighbor node, and it is important in
forwarding-node (next-hop) selection and implicit ad-
mission control processes as will be explained in sec-
tion III.D. The VPC finishes the CFP with CF End
frame broadcasting. Also when a VPC node operates
in its contention period, other one-hop neighbor nodes
have to make sure that their transmissions (best-effort
data or AReq or ARes) will not extend the CP period
of that VPC (otherwise it will cause a “stretching” ef-
fect [6]). For this purpose each neighbor that is inter-
ested in a particular VPC has to monitor the current
RAC, beacon-frame and CF End frame transmissions
of the latter in order to locally maintain the CFP and
CP of that VPC’s unique channel. Once each neigh-
bor has become aware of CFP and CP of a VPC’s own
unique medium (for this purpose each neighbor has to
use equation (2), the former has to determine whether
its pending transmission can be achieved well before
the end of current contention-period. In case the time
needed for any neighboring node to make its transmis-
sion attempt is not enough in the current DCF period,
then it has to defer its transmission and wait for the
next CP.

Because of the way in which transmissions take
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place, our strategy can completely eliminate the
exposed-terminal problem on unique channels. How-
ever, such a problem is minimal as far as the com-
mon channel is concerned. On the other hand, the
hidden-node problem is completely avoided when a
unique channel operates in PCF, however, its effect
is minimal when the channel operates in CP (when
compared to the single radio DCF-based operation
of IEEE 802.11a/b) [14]. In MANETs, due to mo-
bility a node that has become associated with an-
other may move out of its transmission range at any
time. In order to accommodate this situation, each
VPC dynamically maintains its polling-list as fol-
lows. If a polling-node (VPC) finds that it has not re-
ceived (i.e., not heard) any transmission from one of
its polling-list members for time period greater than
POLLING LIST TIME OUT, then that node address
will be deleted from the former’s polling-list immedi-
ately. This is how a “disassociation” process is per-
formed in our scheme [6]. This strategy leads to effi-
cient bandwidth management, and this occurs when-
ever nodes move out of each other’s range or have fin-
ished their data transmissions. In our scheme, how-
ever, the forwarder-node selection algorithm tries to
ensure that the forwarding-node (next-hop) to be se-
lected will remain connected with the requester for a
longer period as will be explained in section III.D.
As mentioned before, each node is expected to moni-
tor its own unique channel and common channel con-
stantly for data and routing related information. As
long as any node does not intend to initiate data trans-
mission, there is no need for it to monitor the unique
channels belonging to its one-hop neighbors. On the
other hand, any node should start monitoring channels
(media) belonging to its one-hop neighbors, whenever
the former intends to transmit data, and the forwarder-
node selection algorithm is used in this process. The
number of channels any node should monitor for data
transmission depends on the type and intensity of the
traffic to handle, and its relative velocity with respect
to its one-hop neighbors. There should be, however,
a proper trade off between the number of channels a
node can monitor simultaneously and the complexity
of its receiver circuitry. For evaluation purposes, we
assume that each node can monitor as many channels
(subject to the maximum number of neighbors a node
has at any moment) as it likes simultaneously.

III.C. MAC-Level Admission Control
and QoS-Mapping

Traffic regulation is essential in networks that need to
satisfy absolute QoS guarantees. This is achieved in

our scheme with a two-way admission control mech-
anism. The explicit admission control is explained in
this section, while the implicit admission control will
be explained as part of the forwarder-node (next-hop)
selection process in section III.D. Network conges-
tion is difficult to resolve when real-time traffic, sen-
sitive to both latency and packet loss, is present, with-
out jeopardizing the QoS expected by the users of that
traffic. Call Admission Control (CAC) is a strategy
used to limit the number of callers into the network
in order to reduce network congestion, therefore en-
abling the system to provide the desired QoS to in-
coming as well as existing calls. Since the PCF is
utilized in our scheme to support real-time traffic, it
has to limit the number of voice calls it can support
when any unique channel operates in PCF. The maxi-
mum number (Nmax) of high-priority traffic sessions
that can be supported in the longest CFP, given a con-
stant superframe size TSF , is given by equation (3)
[6][7]. Although in our mechanism, the durations of
CP and CFP are variable, the CFP can grow up to a
maximum value in order to safeguard the best-effort
traffic. On the other hand, if CFP were allowed to in-
crease arbitrarily up to the length of a superframe, the
high-priority traffic would starve the best-effort traf-
fic, and lead to “unfairness”. For this purpose, each
superframe in any unique channel of a VPC should
contain the minimum CP given by Tcp min. The high-
priority traffic in our approach is assumed to be a time-
sensitive periodic interactive voice service, which is
generated using a constant bit rate (CBR) source for
convenience.

Nmax =
TSF − Tcp min − Tovhd

Tv
(3)

Tcp min, Tovhd, and Tv are the minimum duration
of CP, overhead involved for beacon and CF END
transmissions, and time to send a voice packet gen-
erated over a TSF respectively [7]. For a particular
HP application type, the above parameters are con-
stant, and hence Nmax tends to be constant in every
node. In other words, the VPC can poll to a maxi-
mum of Nmax number of times (or nodes) within a
CFP on its own channel. Depending on the inten-
sity of the high-priority traffic load, any node can
request a VPC to poll it for more than once within
each superframe period (TSF ) of VPC. The MAC-
level QoS-mapping module of a particular node cal-
culates the number of times it has to be polled by any
VPC. This calculation is based on the bandwidth re-
quested by the network-level QoS mechanism, and
the latter should pass this information to the MAC
for this purpose. Any node can inform any VPC as
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to how many times it has to be polled by it during
each TSF of the latter through the AReq frame – the
AReq frame format is modified in order to accommo-
date this in our scheme. Whenever a VPC receives
an AReq frame from any of its one-hop neighbors, its
admission control module will check whether its CFP
period is fully utilized (i.e., whether the RAC of its
own channel has already reached Nmax). If not, the
VPC is required to send the ARes frame, and allo-
cates the required bandwidth; here allocation means
adding to the polling-list and this implies how many
times the requesting node has to be polled within each
TSF of a VPC. This information is conveyed to the re-
questing node by the VPC through the ARes frame -
the ARes frame format is modified for this purpose.
If the maximum number has already been reached,
then the VPC should not respond to any AReq. In
this case, the requesting node should look for another
appropriate forwarding node, after having tried for
MAX ASSO REQ RETRY LIMIT. If, on the other
hand, only part of the requested bandwidth can be
supported by any VPC, it has to inform this to the re-
questing node through the ARes frame. The request-
ing node, in this case, has to look for another appropri-
ate forwarding node for the unsupported bandwidth.

III.D. Forwarding-node (Next-hop) Se-
lection Algorithm and MAC Func-
tionality Adaptation based on Mo-
bility

This section explains as to how our scheme enables
previous hop nodes to perform implicit admission
control and how the MAC functionality adapts de-
pending on relative mobility predictions. This hop-
by-hop strategy in mobile ad hoc networks is sim-
ple, scalable and effective with location-based for-
warding mechanism – hence the adoption of location-
based forwarding with our MAC [3]. However, it is
the forwarder-node selection criteria, as formulated by
equation (4) that play a major role in the efficient op-
eration of our MAC. The MAC and the routing algo-
rithm interact to find a neighbor as a forwarder-node
(next-hop) as follows.

ΩMI =
[LETMI − LETTH ] ∗ [Nmax − RACI ]

dMI + dIB
(4)

Let N(M) be the neighbor set of node M, and M cur-
rently have a packet to be forwarded, dMI be the dis-
tance from node M to any of its one-hop neighbors
I (I εN(M)), dIB be the distance from any node I
(I εN(M)) to the packet’s destination B, LETMI be
link expiration time of M with respect to I (I εN(M)),

and RACI be the current load (number of voice calls)
of a unique channel belonging to node I (I εN(M)).
LETTH is a system parameter. The criterion used in
the forwarder selection algorithm is given by equa-
tion (4). The geographical distances can be deter-
mined from the location information of every node.
The selection algorithm considers the currently avail-
able bandwidth during the CFP of the unique chan-
nel belonging to a one-hop neighbor, link expiration
time (LET) and relative locations of the node-pair un-
der consideration. Any one-hop neighbor I of node
M that has the highest value for ΩIM of equation
(4) can be chosen as a forwarding-node. In other
words, any one-hop neighbor that has enough band-
width, higher probability to stay connected with the
requesting node, and that lies very near to the destina-
tion would be chosen by the forwarder selection algo-
rithm. This strategy enables a previous hop node M to
perform implicit admission control for the forwarder I
(I εN(M)), as node M prefers a node I having lower
value for RAC on I’s unique channel. In addition,
this strategy enables a proactive way of traffic regula-
tion, as M always tries to avoid an overloaded neigh-
bor I. Since a location-based forwarding mechanism
is adopted, there needs to be a recovery mechanism
to resolve the “local-maximum” problem. As gov-
erned by the denominator of equation (4), in case of a
“local-maximum” problem, forwarding would follow
the least-backward-progression technique (LBF), and
hence will tackle this problem [3]. If, previous hop
node M’s speed with respect to any I (εN(M)) is so
high that ΩMI is less than ΩTH (ΩTH is a system pa-
rameter and it takes a value of zero in our work), then
M should not rely on the unique channel belonging to
any I. Instead, M has to rely on the common channel
for data transmission irrespective of the traffic type.
This is the only exception where any node uses the
common channel for data transmission, as the com-
mon channel is normally intended for the dissemina-
tion of routing related control information.

In order to determine the LET, each node is
equipped with a mobility prediction module. This
collects the motion parameters (e.g. velocity, radio
propagation range) of two one-hop neighbor nodes
M and I (εN(M)), and uses them to determine the
time duration these two nodes will remain connected
[15]. The predicted time is the link expiration time
(LET) between two nodes, and this is used in equa-
tion (4). Every node becomes aware of the motion
parameters related to its one-hop neighbors through
the “HELLO-” message dissemination on the com-
mon channel. Our location service [3], which mainly
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operates on the common channel (for location updates
and location queries) and unique channels (for loca-
tion replies), enables nodes to register their locations
and acquire locations of their desired communication
partners.

III.E. Channel Assignment

Channel-assignment, which is a typical example of
graph-coloring problem, however, is not included in
this paper due to space limitations. However, it can be
similar to the one proposed in [2]. This new assign-
ment approach does not require modifications to IEEE
802.11. Further, this work considers a scenario in
which each node possesses multiple interfaces, but the
number of available interfaces is less than the num-
ber of available channels - and hence leads to reduced
complexity [2].

IV. Capacity Analysis of the Pro-
posed MAC Assignment

This section presents an analytical model that derives
the saturation throughput/capacity of our QoS-aware
MAC protocol in multihop mobile ad hoc networks.
The obtained result is then compared against that of
the DCF-based operation of the legacy IEEE 802.11
[7]. This analysis demonstrates the throughput in-
crease of our proposed MAC scheme. This increase
is important in a network where almost every node at
a moment has high-priority packets for transmission,
and hence affects the QoS.

Although the proposed QoS-aware MAC protocol
is targeted for an unslotted and multihop system -
which is typical for mobile ad hoc wireless networks -
we assume that nodes operate in time-slotted mode in
order to simplify our analysis. Prior studies in the lit-
erature show that the performance of MAC protocols
based on carrier sensing is much the same as the per-
formance of their time-slotted counterparts [13]. In
these studies, it is assumed that the length of a time-
slot equals one propagation delay and the propaga-
tion delay is much smaller than the transmission time
of data packets. In our analysis, the length of each
time-slot is denoted by τ However, τ is not just the
propagation delay, because it also includes the over-
head due to transmit-to-receive turn-around time, car-
rier sensing delay and processing time. Hence, τ in
effect represents the time required to know the event
that occurred τ seconds ago. The transmission times
of AReq, ARes, RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK frames
are normalized with respect to τ , and are denoted by
lAReq, lARes, lRTS , lCTS , lDATA and lACK respec-

tively. In deriving the throughput of our protocol, it
is assumed that nodes always have packets in their
buffers to be sent, and the destinations are chosen ran-
domly from their neighbors: i.e., the analysis is based
on the heavy traffic assumption. The network model
envisaged here is, thus, one where nodes are involved
with multiple parallel real-time traffic transmissions.
In addition, in our network model, the nodes are Pois-
son distributed over a plane with density λ such that
the probability p(ι, A) of finding ι nodes in an area A
is given by:

p(ι, A) =
(λA)ι

ι!
e−λA (5)

Assuming that each node has the same transmission
and receiving range of R, the average number of nodes
(represented by Ñ ) within a circular region of radius
R is equal to λπR2. i.e.,

Ñ = λπR2 (6)

In our network model, since nodes are distributed over
a plane according to Poisson distribution, the proba-
bility of having N nodes within the range R of a node

X is e−Ñ ÑN

N ! , where Ñ = λπR2. Let p be the prob-
ability that a silent node is ready to transmit in each
time-slot, where the parameter p is slot independent.
Although a node may have packets ready for trans-
mission, its actual transmission attempt in a particular
slot depends on the collision avoidance and resolution
schemes used as well as the channel’s current state. In
order to take this fact into consideration, the probabil-
ity – denoted by p′ – that a node actually transmits in a
slot is defined in equation (7). Here it is assumed that
p′ is independent of any time-slot in order to make the
analysis tractable. Hence, p′ = p ∗ Pr (At least one
channel is sensed idle in a slot), and

p′ = p ∗ ΠI (7)

Since we consider N number of nodes for our analy-
sis, the total number of channels available in our
scheme for any node to communicate with its one-
hop neighbors are (N − 1) unique-channels plus one
common-channel. Therefore, the total number of
channels available to any node X to communicate with
its one-hop neighbors are N . Hence,

ΠI =
[
1−(1 − ΠIunique)

N−1
] N−1∑

y=1

ϕ+ΠIcommon [1−ϕ]N−1

(8)
ΠIcommon is the probability that the common-channel
is idle in a time-slot, ΠIunique is the probability
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that a unique-channel is idle in a time-slot. Let
ϕ = Pr(Ω(t) < ΩTH) be the probability that the
forwarder-node selection criterion as given by equa-
tion (4) of node X with respect to its one-hop neigh-
bor Y is less than the threshold value, where X �= Y
and X,Y ε N-1 and Prxy(Ω(t) ≥ ΩTH) = (1 − ϕ)
be the probability that an instantaneous criterion value
ΩXY of node X with respect to its one-hop neighbor
Y is greater than or equal to a threshold value ΩTH .
The limiting probability will be derived shortly after
considering the common-channel and unique-channel
cases. To simplify the channel model, two key as-
sumptions are made here [13].

1. The channel is modeled as a circular region, in
which nodes can communicate with each other,
while they have weak interactions with nodes
outside the region. By weak-interaction, it is
meant that the decision of inner nodes to trans-
mit, defer and back off is almost unaffected by
that of outer nodes and vice-versa. Thus, the
channel’s status is only decided by the failed and
successful transmissions within the region.

2. Failed handshakes initiated by nodes within the
region to outside nodes are also considered here,
as this has a direct effect on the channel’s usabil-
ity to other nodes within the region. For this pur-
pose, a new circular region is defined with a ra-
dius R′ which falls between R/2 and 2R. When
R′ = R/2, all nodes are guaranteed to hear each
other within the circular region, and all the direct
neighbors and hidden nodes are included when
R′ = 2R. Thus R′ can be expressed R′ = αR
where 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 2, and α needs to be estimated.

With these assumptions, the unique-channel or the
common-channel of a node can be modeled by a four-
state Markov chain when it uses the DCF-based opera-
tion. Since only a unique-channel uses the PCF-based
operation, it can be modeled by a two-state Markov
chain during the contention-free-period (CFP) as de-
picted in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. “Idle” is the state
when any channel around node X is sensed idle, and
its duration is τ in the case of DCF-based operation
of the channel (i.e., TidleDCF

= τ ), and can be either
0 or τ depending on the intensity of the high-priority
traffic that a neighbor node handles during the CFP of
its own channel (i.e., TidlePCF

= {0, τ}).“Long” is
the state referring to a successful two-way handshake
(RTS-DATA or CTS-ACK) being taking place for the
best-effort traffic during the contention-period. Dur-
ing the CFP, the “long” for the high-priority traffic is
represented by a two-way handshake (POLL-DATA).

Figure 2: Markov chain model for a channel during
the DCF period

Figure 3: Markov chain model for a channel during
the PCF period

In our approach, we consider a two-way handshake
(RTS-DATA or CTS-ACK) during the CP for best-
effort traffic for complete data transfer, as opposed
to the conventional four-way handshake (RTS-CTS-
DATA-ACK) [7]. The reason is that if any node X
tries to transmit best-effort DATA to another node Y,
the former has to send RTS and the subsequent DATA
on Y’s unique-channel, while the receiver Y has to
send CTS and ACK on X’s unique-channel. For sim-
plicity, we assume that the channel is in effect busy
for the duration of the whole handshake, thus the busy
time Tlong is:

Tlong =

{
TlongCP

for BE in CP
TlongCF P

for HP in CFP

In the above equation TlongCP
=

(lRTS + lCTS + lDATA + lACK + 4τ) /2 and
TlongCF P

= (lpoll + lDATA + 2τ). Assuming
lRTS ≈ lCTS , and lDATA ≈ lACK the maximum
value that Tlong can take is given by the following
equation.

Tlong =

{
(lRTS + lDATA + 2τ) for BE in CP
(lpoll + lDATA + 2τ) for HP in CFP

This can be approximated further to the following
value by assuming lRTS ≈ lPOLL.

Tlong(max) = [lRTS + lDATA + 2τ ] (9)
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“Short1” is the state when multiple nodes transmit
RTS or AReq frames at the same time-slot on a par-
ticular unique-channel during the time the channel
uses the DCF-based operation, and their transmissions
collide (in the case of the common-channel this oc-
curs due to multiple simultaneous RTS transmissions).
The busy time of the channel Tshort1DCF

is therefore
Tshort1DCF

= (lRTS + τ) ≈ (lAReq + τ), assuming
lRTS ≈ lAReq. “Short2” is defined as a state when one
node initiates a failed handshake with another node
outside the region on a particular channel (unique or
common) during the time the channel uses the DCF-
based operation [13]. Even though a CTS packet may
not be sent due to the collision of the sending node’s
RTS frame with other frames originated from nodes
outside the region or due to the deferring of the receiv-
ing node to other nodes, those nodes overhearing the
RTS as well as the sending node do not know whether
the handshake is successfully continued, until the time
required for receiving a CTS frame elapses. Therefore
during the Tshort2, the channel is in effect busy and
unusable by other neighboring nodes. The Tshort2DCF

is here taken as:

Tshort2DCF
= [lRTS + lCTS + 2τ ] (10)

The transition probabilities of the above Markov
chains need to be calculated in order to derive the
saturation throughput. During the DCF-based oper-
ation, no node is allowed to transmit continuously,
and thus any channel needs to be idle between sub-
sequent transmissions [7]. Therefore, the transition
probabilities from state “long” to “idle” or from state
“Short1”to “idle” or from state “Short2”to “idle” are
all 1. However, obviously this is not the case dur-
ing the PCF-based operation. During the CFP, each
node takes control of its unique-channel and tries to
resemble the functionalities of a point-coordinator.
Since the neighboring nodes are accessing the unique-
channel of a particular node in an organized way using
the polling-based scheme, no simultaneous transmis-
sions by nodes are allowed in a time-slot of a partic-
ular unique-channel. Therefore, during the PCF, the
Markov chain model for any unique-channel consists
of two states “idle”and “long” as shown in Fig. 2
(i.e., no “Short1” or “Short2”states during the PCF-
based operation of a channel). In our scheme, only the
neighboring nodes (one-hop neighbor) that are within
a receiving range R of a particular node X can use the
unique-channel of node X. Therefore, the transition
probability PiiDCF

of any node X from “idle” to “idle”
state in the case of the contention-period is the prob-
ability that none of the neighboring nodes of X trans-
mits in a particular time-slot on the channel (it can be

the unique-channel of X or the common-channel), and
is given by:

PiiDCF
=

∞∑
i=0

(1 − p′)i
N i

i!
e−N

= e−p′N (11)

Now the transition probability PilDCF
from “idle” to

“long” during the DCF-based operation needs to be
calculated. For such a transition to happen, one and
only one node should be able to complete one suc-
cessful two-way handshake while other nodes do not
transmit. Assuming i number of nodes around node
X, and let ps be the probability that a node begins a
successful two-way handshake at each time-slot, the
PilDCF

during the contention-period can be given by
the following equation.

PilDCF
=

∞∑
i=1

ips(1 − p′)i−1 N i

i!
e−N

= psNe−p′N (12)

The transition probability PiS1DCF
from state “idle”

to “short1” during the contention-period is the proba-
bility that more than one node transmit RTS or AReq
frames in the same time-slot. It can be derived as fol-
lows.

PiS1DCF
=

∞∑
i=2

[1 − (1 − p′)i − ip′(1 − p′)i−1]
N i

i!
e−N

= 1 − (1 + Np′)e−p′N (13)

The transition probability from state “idle” to
“short2”, PiS2DCF

, for the DCF case can be calcu-
lated as follows. Let πiDCF

, πlDCF
, πS1DCF

and
πS2DCF

be the steady-state probabilities of states
“idle”, “long”,“short1” and “short2” respectively dur-
ing the DCF-based operation. From Fig. 2, it can be
deduced that,

πiDCF
PiiDCF

+ πlDCF
+ πS1DCF

+ πS2DCF
= πiDCF

πiDCF
PiiDCF

+ 1 − πiDCF
= πiDCF

πiDCF
=

1
2 − PiiDCF

=
1

2 − e−p′N (14)

PiS2DCF
= �1−PiiDCF −PilDCF

−PiS1DCF
	 (15)

Now the transitional probabilities associated in the
case of PCF-based operation of any unique-channel
need to be calculated. In Fig. 3, the unique channel
of a particular node remains idle under two circum-
stances only, when it uses the PCF-based operation.
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1. All the one-hop neighbors of the node under con-
sideration have finished their high-priority traf-
fic. (i.e.,: have nothing to transmit).

2. The forwarder-node selection criterion ΩIM as
given by equation (4) of any one-hop neighbor
node I with respect to the node M that is under
consideration is greater than the threshold ΩTH

With these facts, the transition probability PiiPCF

from state “idle” to “idle” when the channel uses the
PCF is given by,

PiiPCF
=

[
1 − p

N − 1

]N−1

+ [1 − ϕ]N−1 (16)

Also, the transition from state “idle” to “long” when
a unique channel uses the PCF-based operation can
happen only when,

1. Exactly one node uses that channel while other
one-hop neighbors do not make transmission at-
tempts.

2. The Ω-value of the node that owns the unique-
channel under consideration with respect to the
transmitting node is below the threshold value.

Hence, the transition probability PilPCF
from state

“idle” to “long”during the contention-free-period of
the unique-channel which is owned by node X is given
by:

PilPCF
=

p

N − 1
[1 − p]N−2

N−1∑
y=1

ϕ (17)

It can be further shown that the transition probability
PliPCF

from state “long” to “idle” when the channel
uses PCF-based operation is equal to PiiPCF

. Also,
the probability for the channel to remain in the “long”
state – i.e., transition from state “long” to “long” –
can also be shown to be equal to PilPCF

. Let πiPCF

and πlPCF
be the steady-state probabilities of states

“idle” and “long” respectively during the PCF-based
operation. From Fig. 3, it can be deduced that:

πiPCF
PiiPCF

+ πlPCF
PliPCF

= πiPCF

πiPCF
PiiPCF + (1 − πiPCF

)PliPCF
= πiPCF

πiPCF
= PliPCF

πlPCF
= 1 − πiPCF

(18)

The limiting probability ΠIunique that the common-
channel around any node is found idle has been
derived in [13] as follows. Since the common-
channel uses only the DCF-based operation, there is
no contention-free-period in the common-channel.

ΠIcommon =
ψ1

ψ2
(19)

Figure 4: Markov chain model for a channel during
the DCF period

Figure 5: Markov chain model for a channel during
the PCF period

where ψ1 = πiDCF
TidleDCF

and ψ2 =
πiDCF

TidleDCF
+ πlDCF

TlongDCF
+

πS1DCF
Tshort1DCF

+ πS2DCF
Tshort2DCF

. The
limiting probability ΠIunique that the unique-channel
of node X is found idle can be derived by the fol-
lowing equation, where we need to consider both the
DCF and the PCF-based operations:

ΠIunique =
ψ3

ψ4
+

ψ5

ψ6
(20)

where ψ3 = TDCF
TDCF +TPCF

πiDCF
TidleDCF

, ψ4 =
ψ2, ψ5 = TPCF

TDCF +TPCF
πiPCF

TidlePCF
, and ψ6 =

πiPCF
TidlePCF

+ πlPCF
TlongPCF

. TDCF of a unique
channel refers to the contention-period while TPCF

refers to the contention-free-period. In equations (19)
and (20), TlongDCF

and TlongPCF
can be approxi-

mated to Tlong(max) as given by equation (9). In or-
der to calculate the probability ps that a node X starts
successfully a two-way handshake in a time-slot, the
state of a node X is modeled by a three-state Markov
chain in the case of DCF-based operation, and by a
two-state Markov chain in the case of PCF-based op-
eration, as shown in figures 4 and 5. “Wait” is the
state when a node has no packets to transmit or defers
for other nodes or backs off, “fail” is the state when
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a node initiates an unsuccessful handshake, and “suc-
ceed” is the state when a node completes a success-
ful two-way handshake with other nodes. For analyti-
cal purposes, “succeed” and “fail” are regarded as the
states in which two different kinds of virtual frames
are transmitted and their durations are as follows:

Tsucceed =

{
TsucceedDCF

TsucceedPCF

Tsucceed =Tlong(max) = lRTS + lDATA + 2τ (21)

Tfail =TfailDCF
= Tshort2 = lRTS +lCTS +2τ (22)

Since only one node is expected to transmit in a given
time-slot, there is no phenomenon of “failure” during
the PCF-based operation; hence, TfailPCF

= 0. Also,
it is obvious that the duration of a node in “Wait” state
Twait is either zero or τ depending on the intensity of
high-priority traffic that it handles, and which is as-
sumed to be equally probable when a node is subject
to the PCF-based operation by a channel. During the
contention-period, no node is allowed to transmit data
packets continuously. Hence, the transition probabil-
ities from state “succeed” to “Wait” and from state
“fail” to “Wait” are both 1. However, this is not the
case, when a channel uses the PCF-based operation,
as any node can transmit continuously depending on
the intensity of high-priority traffic that it handles. In
[13] it has been shown that PwsDCF

can be derived
from the following equation, for the case a node is
subject to the DCF-based operation:

PwsDCF
= [2p′(1 − p′)e−p′N ]

∫ 1

0
re−ξdr (23)

In equation (23), ξ = p′N [1−2q(r/2)/π][2lRTS +1],
r is the distance between two communicating nodes,
and q(t) = arccos(t) − t(1 − t2)1/2. From the
Markov chain shown in Fig. 4, the transition probabil-
ity PwwDCF that node X continues to stay in “Wait”
state in a time-slot, when it is under the DCF-based
operation, is equal to (1−p′)e−p′N . Here it is assumed
that the node does not initiate any transmission, and
there is no node around it initiating a transmission. Let
πSDCF

, πwDCF
and πfDCF

be the steady-state proba-
bilities of states “succeed”, “Wait” and “fail” respec-
tively during the time the node is subject to the DCF-
based operation by a channel. The parameter πwDCF

during the time any node is subject to the DCF-based
operation can be determined from Fig. 4 as follows:

πwDCF
PwwDCF

+ πSDCF
+ πfDCF

= πwDCF

πwDCF
PwwDCF

+ 1 − πwDCF
= πwDCF

πwDCF
=

1
2 − PwwDCF

=
1

2 − (1 − p′)e−p′N (24)

In order to derive the saturation throughput of our
MAC scheme, it is important in our analysis to de-
termine the steady-state probability of state “suc-
ceed” πS . During contention-period of a channel, the
steady-state probability of state “succeed” πSDCF

can
be calculated from Fig. 4 as:

πsDCF
=πwDCF

PwsDCF =
PwsDCF

2 − (1 − p′)e−p′N (25)

Now πfDCF
of Fig. 4 can be determined by deduct-

ing πSDCF
and πwDCF

from one. Any unique chan-
nel has a maximum of (N − 1) number of one-hop
neighbor nodes that can use the channel. In other
words, any node can use (N − 1) number of unique-
channels. Therefore, the Markov chain model for a
unique channel during the CFP can be approximated
to the Markov chain model for a node during the
PCF-based operation. Now let πSPCF

and πwPCF
be

the steady-state probabilities of states “succeed” and
“Wait” respectively during the PCF-based operation
of a channel. Therefore, from equation (18) and
Fig. 5,

πwPCF
=πiPCF

=
[

1 − p

N − 1

]N−1

+ [1 − ϕ]N−1 (26)

πSPCF
= 1 − πwPCF

(27)

The overall steady-state probability “succeed” πS of a
node can be calculated from the following equation:

πS =
N∑

n=1

[
ΥDCFn ∗ πSDCF n

+ ΥPCFn ∗ πSPCFn

]
(28)

N is the maximum number of channels that any node

can use at a time with probability e−Ñ ÑN

N ! , where Ñ
is given by equation (6), ΥDCFn = TDCF n

TDCF n+TPCF n
,

ΥPCFn = TPCF n
TDCF n+TPCF n

, TDCFn is the time pe-

riod during which the nth channel uses the DCF-based
operation,TPCF n is the contention-free-period of nth

channel, πSDCF n
is the steady-state probability for

state “succeed” of a node in the nth channel when
it uses the DCF-based operation, πSPCF n

and is the
steady-state probability for state “succeed” of a node
in the nth channel when it uses the PCF-based oper-
ation. The πsDCFn

and πSPCF n
for nth channel can

be calculated from equations (25) and (27) respec-
tively. Similarly, we can determine the net value for
πw and πf of a particular channel by considering both
the DCF and PCF-based operations. It is important
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here to note that although any node can have a max-
imum number of N channels (i.e., (N − 1) unique-
channels plus the common-channel) at a time for its
use, it may not use all the N channels at a moment.
Further in the case of common-channel TPCF = 0, as
it operates only on the DCF-mode.

It can be noted here that the parameter πs is in
fact synonymous to the previous parameter Ps of
equation (12), and both of them can be computed
easily with numerical methods. Accordingly, the
throughput,Thsingle , on a single channel can be de-
duced using the following equation.

Thsingle =
πSlDATA

πwTw + πSTS + πfTf
(29)

In equation (29), Tw = Twait, TS = Tsucceed and
Tf = Tfail. Therefore, the total throughput, when
considering a particular node and its (N − 1) neigh-
bors, can be computed from the following equation:

ThTotal =
N−1∑
k=1

Thsinglek
+ Thcommon (30)

Thcommon denotes the throughput on the common-
channel, and which can be approximated to that of
equation (29) after considering the fact that the
common-channel does not use PCF-based operation.
With this approximation, the total throughput in the
neighborhood of a particular node is given by:

ThTotal =
N∑

k=1

Thsinglek
(31)

Our mathematical analysis demonstrates the increase
in the saturation throughput/capacity of our proposed
MAC scheme as given by equation (31), when com-
pared to that of the single radio DCF-based operation
of legacy IEEE 802.11 that is approximately given by
equation (29) [13]. This increase is nearly N times as
high as the throughput of the single radio DCF-based
operation of the legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC, where the
N is taken to be the number of neighbor any node
X has within its range R. Although this increase is
shown to be nearly N -times higher, it would be even
substantially higher due to the following two reasons:
i) in the case of state “long” in our approach, we con-
sider two-way handshake as opposed to the four-way
handshake of the typical single radio DCF-based op-
eration of the legacy IEEE 802.11 MAC scheme. As
a result, the TS of equation (29) for the original IEEE
802.11 MAC would be higher than (nearly twice) that
of our scheme, and ii) the longer each unique channel

uses the PCF-based operation, the greater the utiliza-
tion of channel bandwidth would be. As a result the
net value (considering both PCF and DCF-based op-
erations) for the Tw and Tf of equation (29) for our
scheme would be much lower than those for the DCF-
based operation of the original IEEE 802.11 scheme
[13]. Also, due to less likelihood for contention,
the steady-state probability for state “succeed” (πS

of equation (28)) in our scheme would take a higher
value than that of the original IEEE 802.11. As a re-
sult, the Thsingle as given by equation (29) for the
legacy IEEE 802.11 would be much lower than that of
our scheme for the single-channel case.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a QoS-aware MAC proto-
col for multimedia traffic in MANETs, and evaluated
its performance through mathematical analysis. The
proposed protocol makes use of the packet-switching
concept based on the PCF for the first time in multi-
hop MANET. This mechanism enables cross-layer op-
timizations by working in conjunction with location-
based forwarding strategy (i.e., constant network- (es-
pecially routing) and MAC-level interactions). In ad-
dition, our strategy allows two-way admission con-
trol, which is partly enabled through our forwarder-
node selection algorithm. The mathematical analy-
sis confirm the performance improvements of our
scheme. In addition, our proposed approach leads to
fewer collisions and hence minimizes the need for re-
transmissions. This fact will in turn conserve scarce
resources such as battery power and bandwidth – al-
though this feature is not assessed in the current ver-
sion, we intend to deal with this in the future. As
explained before, the MAC functionality of a node is
adaptive and network-aware depending on the type of
traffics and relative mobility patterns of mobile nodes.
Since this work is mainly based on the IEEE 802.11
standard, it can be relatively easily integrated into ex-
isting systems. We also plan to extend this work in the
future with the use of the recent IEEE 802.11e stan-
dard in order to support multiple traffic classes.
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